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"Learned" and "Unlearned" Reading
in The Book of Mormon
Sean Leahy
ms "FmsT VISION" in 1820, Joseph Smith writes of the
"anxieties" over the "contests of [the] parties of religionists" that drove
him to seek solace in scripture and "attempt to pray vocally" for the
first time in his young life. 1 Smith describes turning to the Epistle of
James, a reading that precipitated his calling out for an answer to his
"anxieties:' 2 The reply to Smith's "vocal" prayer initiated a course of
events that ultimately led to the publication of The Book of Mormon in
March 1830. Since then, the story of the plates whose translation constitutes the text The Book of Mormon has provoked nearly as much-if
not more-attention than the exceedingly complex narrative itself. The
experience of reading the text poses challenges, though not because of
its tedium (as Mark Twain suggested) or the demands it places on one's
willingness to suspend disbelief; instead, the challenges it poses derive,
I will argue, from the way in which reading itself is figured in the text.
This paper intends to take up the problem of reading and The Book of
Mormon, which I believe the text presents but does not fully resolve.
IN RECALLING

1. Joseph Smith, "Extracts from the History of Joseph Smith;' in Pearl of Great
Price: Being a Choice Selection from the Revelations, Translations, and Narrations (Salt
Lake City: George Q Cannon & Sons, 1891), 58.
2. Smith, "Extracts from the History;' 58.
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The problem of reading as developed in The Book of Mormon has been
addressed throughout the Church's history, from its early inception
to today's contemporary scholarship. If it was a reading that inspired
Smith's calling out to God, does the text that emerged from that appeal
call out to be read? And if so, what sort of reading does it imagine for
its audience?
I approach The Book ofMormon and the questions it prompts from
the standpoint of literary analysis, a field that increasingly has trained
its sights on this work of sacred literature. 3 As such, this paper follows Leah Price's lead in defining reading for literary critics as "tending
to feed either into case studies focused on the reception of particular
texts or into theories of hermeneutics:' 4 This essay, in its consideration
of "reading" and The Book of Mormon, discusses the book from both
perspectives. To answer the questions posed above, I first consider the
print history of The Book of Mormon, focusing on the cross-referencing apparatus introduced in Orson Pratt's 1879 edition. Reading Pratt's
interventions alongside the text's early reception, this section traces
the tensions that arise when reading does not appear to be the primary
function of a particular book, and interrogates the space opened up
between the protocol of reading directed by Pratt's paratexts and the
story of the book's emergence. The second part of this essay argues that
literary critics must reorient their approach to the text contra Pratt's
interventions, by closely reading passages within the text that directly
address the act of reading (and its absence or avoidance) in order to
determine what protocols of reading the text might invite. Reading,
as it is figured in The Book of Mormon, troubles the assumption that
textual analysis leads to deeper understanding, thereby contesting the
interpretive tools literary critics are apt to employ. This essay, therefore,
ends by reflecting on what bringing The Book of Mormon into the critical conversation can offer current debates and developments in literary
reading.
3. See Laura Thiemann Scales, "A New 'Mormon Moment'? The Book of Mormon
in Literary Studies;' Literature Compass 13/11 (2016): 735-43.
4. Leah Price, "Reading: The State of the Discipline;' Book History 7 fl (2004): 304.
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Reading The Book of Mormon
Upon publication, The Book ofMormon intervened in not only theological but also historical debates of the early nineteenth century, a combination made apparent in the text's earliest print editions. Paul Gutjahr
notes that the 1830 edition combined a binding that closely resembled
that of the American Bible Society's "General Supply" edition with a textual presentation-lacking the "biblical apparatus'' familiar to readers of
the "General Supply" Bible-that resembled a work of secular history. 5
However, despite an early emphasis on the text's historical value, the
thrust of the controversy surrounding The Book ofMormon was its challenge to theological and scriptural orthodoxy. Spencer Fluhman notes
that the early Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints' embrace of
miracles and revelation stood in contrast to mainstream Protestantism's
embrace of "Baconian style of theological reasoning;' which relied upon
"internal and external evidences" to support the claims of Christianity
against the disenchanting arguments of Enlightenment rationalism. 6
Though early apologists relied on historical archaeological evidence
to give authority to Smith's claims, the miraculous evidence was used
to authenticate the story of the plates as well as validate the message
of the book itself, each in contradiction to the Protestant belief in a
closed canon. The latter form of evidence gradually came to overwhelm
the text's supposed historical claims, as later editions sought to more
thoroughly affirm the text's sacred status. This move, however, required
adherents to embrace a form of "evidential Christianity" as they sought
to rationalize the book's marvelous claims, thereby making its emergence more palatable to mainstream Protestantism.7
5. Gutjahr notes that the unbroken paragraphs and the lack of versification gave
this early edition a "seamless quality" akin to the narrating of history. Gutjahr, "The
Golden Bible in the Bible's Golden Age: The Book of Mormon and Antebellum Print
Culture;' American Transcendental Quarterly 12/4 (1998): 287.
6. Spencer J. Fluhman, 'Jt Peculiar People": Anti-Mormonism and the Making of
Religion in Nineteenth-Century America (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina
Press, 2012), 69-71.
7. Fluhman, "Peculiar People," 69. For accounts of this transition, see Fluhman,
"Peculiar People," 66-79; and Terryl L. Givens, By the Hand of Mormon: The American
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Among the final projects that Orson Pratt, an early elder and intellectual force within the Church, engaged in was the production of a
new edition of The Book ofMormon. Pratt made a concerted attempt to
shore up the beliefs of the Church by bringing its story and its teachings
into alignment with nineteenth-century debates concerning the rational
origins of religious belief. 8 Pratt's 1879 edition more fully reworked the
text's presentation to correspond with readers' expectations of a work
with sacred status, while also addressing the Church's vexed relation ship with The Book of Mormon as an instrument of theology. 9 Named
"the most complete version of The Book of Mormon ever published;' by
the Millennial Star, the 1879 edition is best known for Pratt's introduction of both chapter divisions and the "true versification system'' that
the Church continues to rely upon today. 10 And while revisions were
common to all early editions of The Book of Mormon, the 1879 edition's
changes to the text re-imagined the work in accordance with a tradition
of biblical scholarship that was formative of what Jonathan Sheehan
calls "the Enlightenment Bible:' 11 While Pratt's changes may be seen as
yet another addition to The Book ofMormon's already crowded apparatus of authenticity, his paratextual interventions importantly departed
from the testimonies appended to the text by grounding the text's
authority in intellectual complexity, casting off The Book of Mormon's
radical abrogation of institutionalized biblical interpretation. 12 The Book

Scripture That Launched a New World Religion (New York: Oxford University Press,
2003): 117-55.
8. Givens, By the Hand of Mormon, 103.
9. Grant Underwood has shown that The Book of Mormon gradually shifted to a
more central role in the Church's doctrine, playing only a minor role in early doctrinal
formation. Grant Underwood, The Millenarian World of Early Mormonism (Urbana:
University of Illinois Press, 1999), 35-37.
10. "Book of Mormon;' Millennial Star4l/5 (1879): 364; David J. Whittaker, '"That
Most Important of All Books': A Printing History of the Book of Mormon;' Mormon
Historical Studies 6 (2005): 117.
11. Jonathan Sheehan, The Enlightenment Bible: Translation, Scholarship, Culture
(Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2005): ix-xvi.
12. Gerard Genette describes paratexts as "those liminal devices and conventions ...
that mediate the book'' and "make it present" to its readers. Genette, "Introduction to the
Paratext;' New Literary History 22/2 (1991): 261-72.
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of Mormon's original paratexts attested to the radical emergence of a
new scripture as they mediated the encounter of the human and divine,
of the historical and the present, by providing both witness testimony
and a frame in which to read the text they delimited. Pratt, whose name
would be added to the title, functioned as a scholarly interpretive guide
by encoding (through versification) its intertextual possibilities.
Pratt's changes to The Book of Mormon inevitably mediated the
experience of the text, implying a sort of exegetical expertise that
can be attained through close and careful reading. 13 Where Smith's
preface and the witness testimonies placed primary emphasis on
the authenticity of the plates, the 1879 edition attempted to reorient
the reader to the text. This shifts the claim to validity away from the
authenticity of an object and toward the authority of the text. Centering belief on a careful reading of The Book of Mormon "reproduc[es]
a similar reading experience" for readers familiar with the Bible. 14
Making the text's intertextuality visible, Pratt's changes brought an
unacknowledged and unplumbed depth to the text. The bulk of notes
alerted readers to a multitude of resonant passages elsewhere within
The Book of Mormon and in the Bible, in addition to tying passages
to geographical sites in the New World. Notes for 1 Nephi 21:11, for
example, found echoes in two verses from Isaiah while simultaneously placing the scene in the Rocky Mountains where a railway had
been surveyed and built. Pratt's notes granted the passage a biblical
pedigree, placed it legibly on the American continent, and invested it
with contemporary import. Pratt's reformatting sustains readings to
this day, and recent analyses of The Book of Mormon have sought to
deepen the book's intertextual possibilities. 15 A tension exists in the
history briefly sketched above, as primacy on the book's origins gives
13. Meredith McGill suggests the "multiple acts of reiteration that enable literature
to hold its value:' Changes introduced in subsequent editions shape how a text is read
and what meanings it accrues over time. McGill, "Echocriticism: Repetition and the
Order of Texts;' American Literature 88/l (2016): 3.
14. Paul Gutjahr, The "Book of Mormon": A Biography (Princeton, NJ: Princeton
University Press, 2012), 95-97.
15. See Grant Hardy, Understanding the Book of Mormon: A Reader's Guide (New
York: Oxford University Press, 2010).
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way to greater authority of the text itself, particularly as scholars began
to employ more sophisticated interpretative readings. If Pratt chose
to pursue a rational reading of the text, the section that follows will
analyze this position against how the act of reading is figured within
The Book of Mormon itself.

Reading in The Book of Mormon
As the second part of this essay shifts to engaging Price's latter characterization of literary reading, I attend to the figure who has been
variously called the "postulated reader" or the "implied reader:' The
Book of Mormon routinely imagines reading as forestalled, misdirected,
rendered incomplete, or otherwise complicated. The forms of reading
that The Book of Mormon offers, I argue, stand in contradistinction
to what Pratt's edition hoped to achieve in the 1879 edition. In Story
and Discourse, Seymour Chatman describes the "implied reader" as
"immanent to the narrative;' directing the "real reader" -the "flesh
and bones" individual with book in hand-toward "which Weltanschauung [worldview] to adopt:' 16 According to Chatman, the speech
acts of characters within a text are not directed at the implied reader,
although they do determine how the implied reader may be thought
to read, absorb, ignore, interact with, or interpret the text. The Book
of Mormon is rife with scenes concerned with its own authorization
and authenticity, 17 allowing the figure of the implied reader to hover
close to the surface throughout the text. With the possibility of error
threatening the project throughout the text, the narrators give shape
to an implied reader by regularly returning to the litany of actions
the plates are subjected to beyond just reading: adding, copying,
16. Seymour Benjamin Chatman, Story and Discourse: Narrative Structure in Fiction
and Film (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1980), 150.
17. A good example: "And now ifI do err, [it is] because of the weakness which is
in me'' (1 Nephi 19).
18. Laura Thiemann Scales, "Narrative Revolutions in Nat Turner and Joseph Smith;'
American Literary History 24/2 (2012): 208.
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abridging, sealing, burying, revealing, and unsealing. Additionally,
the text describes a myriad of ways for delivering "words": by letter,
put "in the mouth of ... witnesses;' recited "from the house tops;'
misheard from a tower, distributed by pamphlet, or spoken from the
dust. By announcing that he will "make a record of [his] proceedings;'
Nephi imagines a future readership within The Book of Mormon's very
first chapter. By consciously reflecting upon his process of writing, he
projects forward beyond his record's completion to an unknown point
of its consumption. However, as The Book of Mormon unfolds and
Nephi's perception of his project evolves, the narratorial interruptions
suggest an uncertainty toward his ability to bring the narrative to a
conclusion. This protracted effort at conclusion as well as the book's
complex narrative structure-what Laura Thiemann Scales calls the
book's "revolution against narrative conventions" -contribute to a
broader doctrinal resistance enacted by the text as it sets itself against
traditional notions of a closed canon. 18
Each narrator addresses the complications of composition and
reception, but Nephi is most interested in the problem of legibility, which he addresses through a series of complex narrative gestures. Early in 1 Nephi, the angel distinguishes the records of the
gold plates from the Bible that will come to govern Christendom.
According to the angel, the Bible is indeed corrupted, and what it says
hides, obscures, or perhaps entirely erases its true meaning; and yet
its supplement, The Book of Mormon, will equally beguile, despite its
supposed purity. Purity does not necessarily entail clarity, despite the
repeated emphasis on the value of plainness. As Grant Hardy notes,
Nephi "struggles" between "artistic complexity and his awareness of
the necessity for plain speaking;' suggesting that this struggle mirrors
the way that "God speaks with clarity to some and more obscurely to
others:' 19 From this tension, multiple contending readers arise, and
by sketching out the way in which the text will figure multiple readers simultaneously, I want to suggest that construing the difference

19. Hardy, Understanding the Book of Mormon, 83.
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between "clarity" and "obscurity" is a matter of the standpoint of a
particular reader. The reader might be the person with Smith's translation in hand, but the reader might also be a Nephite receiving and
relaying a prophecy. Stability appears to transfer from one reader
figure to another, as The Book of Mormon ricochets between "plain ness" and obscurity, past and present, plate and text. Nephi refracts
depictions of reading through temporal slippage or layers of narration.
Closely attending to how reading is figured in the text illuminates
the ways The Book of Mormon takes radical steps toward imagining,
and even calling for, its own nonreading. By "nonreading;' I again
follow Price, whose multivalent use of the term refers generally to
figurations of texts in which their "value ... lies orthogonal to [their]
legibilitY:' 20 As Price's analysis shows, assuming that books only exist
to be read puts excessive pressure upon interpretation as the only
means by which a book can be accessed, thus consequently rendering
the book's materiality invisible.21 The concept of nonreading helps to
navigate the exceedingly complex depictions and deferrals of textual
interpretation that ultimately lead the reader back to a contemplation
of the plates. The Book of Mormon's direct engagement with reading
is limited but telling. 22 Together, the scenes of reading constitute a
suspicion of interpretation that receives its clearest expression in 2
Nephi 27. The chapter unmistakably portends the emergence of The
Book of Mormon centuries after its engravers "have been brought low
in the dust" (2 Nephi 26:15). While the message itself is clear-from
a certain readerly perspective, at least-the text communicates that
message through an exceedingly complex narrative apparatus. The
chapter imbricates multiple temporalities and posits multiple forms
of encounter with The Book of Mormon in order to assert the book's

20. Leah Price, How to Do Things with Books in Victorian Britain (Princeton, NJ:
Princeton University Press, 2012), 8.
21. Price, How to Do Things with Books, 32.
22. For additional passages that address the act of reading discussed in an earlier
version of this essay, see 1 Nephi 1:11-19; 1 Nephi 13:26-35; 1 Nephi 16:29; 1 Nephi
19:22-23; 1 Nephi 22:1; 2 Nephi 27:11-14.
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transformative significance while also authorizing its interlocutors'
roles in bringing it forth. 23
In the verses that immediately follow the testimony of the witnesses,
Nephi describes the fate of the book in the world, after God implores
the Smith-like figure to deliver that portion of the book that he has
seen and translated. The words of the book, God declares, are to be
"shew[n] unto the learned" with the injunction: "Read this, I pray thee''
(2 Nephi 27:15). A clearer assertion to read hardly could be granted,
and this moment crucially imagines the book in the hands of those
who have not had direct contact with the divine. Unlike Smith and
the witnesses, these "learned men'' must encounter the text without
divine intervention and without the physical experience of the plates
themselves. Treating learning as a corrupting influence is not unique to
Mormon doctrine, as is made clear by the Second Great Awakening's
project of undoing the singular authority of trained clergy to interpret the Bible. The "learned" seem keyed to those for whom scriptural
interpretation-here, a dubious activity-is reserved, as well as those
for whom the text's historical claims remain doubtful. If the "learned
men'' reject The Book of Mormon, then, it will be on the grounds of the
text's doctrinal claims and its historicity. 24
Although Nephi does not encourage the rejection of what is
engraved on the plates, he holds the unlearned man as the one at whom
the text is directed. The dichotomy of the learned and unlearned probes
at the role of scriptural interpretation as the basis of faith. Both learned
and unlearned encounter the words of the text-that is, the word of

23. The scene in effect rehearses the "Testimony of the Three Witnesses:' Lehi's
encounter with the book, and the way in which the angel directs that encounter, is
linked to the testimony of Cowdery, Whitmer, and Harris. Importantly, however, the
later witnesses stress the importance of the physical plates over the message contained
on the plates, which they cannot understand.
24. As Elizabeth Fenton has shown, The Book of Mormon should be read as "a text
deeply concerned with the production and preservation of historical documents;' and,
as such, can be treated as "an account of history making:' Fenton, "Open Canons:
Sacred History and American History in The Book of Mormon:' ]19: The Journal of
Nineteenth-Century Americanists l/2 (2013): 341.
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God-and both are said to read. However, where the unlearned is
tasked with bringing the words to the rest of the world, the learned is
said to reject those words. In this passage, a dimly articulated picture
of interpretation associated with the "learned" emerges. Ultimately, the
relation to what is sealed distinguishes the learned from unlearned: the
unlearned man reads the words that he has been "commanded" to read,
and receives the directive to "touch not the things that are sealed"; the
learned man, by contrast, desires to see what is sealed and will reject the
book outright-claiming he "cannot read it" - when not given recourse
to what is sealed (2 Nephi 27:21). As it pertains to the implied reader,
the scene suggests skepticism toward interpretation-specifically the
type of interpretation that seeks to probe what the text does not say
or will not say. Indeed, this scene acknowledges that all is not revealed
by the text at hand, confirming that there is more to the scripture; yet
the implied reader should infer that what more there is can be revealed
only by God, not by human intervention. In his "systematic" quest to
generate an apparatus to support the reading of The Book of Mormon,
Pratt seems not to have considered what sort of reading the book itself
authorizes. As my interpretation of reading in The Book ofMormon has
attempted to demonstrate, the text implies that the learned man's desire
to probe the depths is a fool's errand. This injunction takes aim at the
biblical textual criticism of the German Higher Critics, whose work
on recovering the original text of the Bible was a favored approach of
liberal Protestants and, according to Gutjahr, something that would
come to influence later Mormon scholars as well. 25
Orson Pratt's 1879 edition brought greater authority and rigor to
the reading of The Book of Mormon, where the text itself is doubtful of
the role of reading in cultivating faith in the new religion. Suggesting
that the "learned" readers' standpoint inevitably leads to a rejection of
the text, The Book of Mormon portrays the act of interpretation with
suspicion. Reminiscent of Price's conceptualization of nonreading, The
Book ofMormon's implied reader is one for whom legibility is not what

25. Gutjahr, "Book of Mormon": A Biography, 100.
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structures an encounter with the text. The alternative offered by the text
is difficult to articulate since it repudiates protocols-which somewhat
unavoidably I have employed here-aligned with literary readings. If
The Book of Mormon's depiction of reading disavows the biblical exegesis that held currency in Smith's time, what does that position mean
for approaching The Book of Mormon from the standpoint of literary
analysis? If Pratt's edition misconstrues the implied reader offered by
The Book of Mormon, that mistake inevitably has shaped the book's
reception by acolytes and detractors alike. As The Book of Mormon
becomes increasingly of interest to literary criticism, should similar
skepticism hold? Put another way, what do the vexatious portrayals of
interpretation mean for a sustained critical reading of the text? Does
the book lay similar traps for those who read it as literature? As the
scope of these questions indicates, this essay can only speculate on what
those answers might be. It seems, though, that The Book of Mormon
challenges the assumptions about how texts operate endemic to literary
criticism. As such, the greater attention paid to The Book ofMormon by
literary critics seems appropriately timed with growing skepticism over
the forms of textual interpretation that have long held authority within
the discipline.
The print history of The Book ofMormon is well documented, with
scholars accounting for the transformations from one edition to the
next. The oddness of a sacred text appearing in the age of industrial
print would seem to undercut the significance of the document, and
The Book of Mormon cannot escape the facts of its prosaic circulation.
There are purloined pages printed by 0. Dogberry; the Millennial Star's
celebration of Pratt's 1879 edition, which occurred as much for its electrotype plates as for its editorial innovations; and the addition of punctuation by Grandin's compositor because Cowdery's transcription was
"effectively a stream of dictation:' 26 Even the copyright page of the 1830
edition seems to undermine the weight of the text that follows. However, as it pertains to how we read The Book of Mormon, incorporating

26. Givens, By the Hand of Mormon, 103.
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this sort of evidence betrays what Christopher Castiglia calls a "fact
faith;' or the tendency to "locate a text's meaning someplace other than
the text" while also "deny[ing] the critic's hand in generating [the] depth
... discovered there:' 27 Scanning the "way we read" early American
literature, Castiglia notes this "fact faith'' gathers an "unimpeachable
authority" from the "archive-verifiable" evidence it marshals, arguing
that this forecloses our ability to read for literature's "capacity [for]
imaginative speculation:' 28 Castiglia situates his "critique of critique"
within early American literary studies, and his analysis raises pertinent
questions concerning our reading protocols and the impulses driving us
to read in certain ways. In my analysis, I have sought to show that The
Book of Mormon challenges those protocols and impulses by anticipating and repudiating readings that seek out what is hidden, buried, or
sealed. This is not to say that the book is not ripe for literary readings,
but it does seem to invite its readers to cast off what they knew before
and begin the work of interpretation anew.

Sean Leahy is the instruction and learning assessment librarian at
Champlain College in Burlington, Vermont. He currently is pursuing
an MA in the Department of English at the University of Vermont.

27. Christopher Castiglia, "Revolution Is a Fiction: The Way We Read (Early American Literature) Now;' Early American Literature 5/2 (2016): 397-98.
28. Castiglia, "Revolution Is a Fiction;' 400.

